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Ms Rosalyn Han is a Counsel of Mayer Brown's Beijing office. She advised a number of leading 

international developers and contractors in complex and high�value projects (the investment amount 

of which varies from RMB hundreds of millions to billions) in Mainland China, Hong Kong and Middle 

East. She has extensive experience in the drafting and negotiation of construction contracts on the 

basis of FIDIC, HKIA, MOHURD forms and other standard forms, and also in advising on procurement 

methods, tendering and filing requirements, regulatory and licensing issues and issues arising out of 

performance bond and insurance. 

 

She also advises clients in relation to PRC court proceedings, domestic and international arbitration 

before major arbitration institutions including CIETAC, HKIAC and DIAC. Her experience covers all types 

of construction disputes, including those relating to payment, valuation and measurement, delay and 

disruption, design and other professional liabilities, issues arising from defective works, contract 

termination and the enforcement of performance security.   

 

Rosalyn is the one of the 15 winners of ALB China Rising Lawyers Awards 2018. She is ranked as Next 

Generation Lawyer, Real Estate and Construction (China: Foreign Firms) by The Legal 500 Asia Pacific 

(2017�2019). She was recently awarded the title of Chartered Surveyor, Royal Institution of Chartered 

Surveyors, and Chartered Builder by the Chartered Institute of Building. In 2012, Rosalyn was 

accredited as International Building and Engineering Contracts Accredited Professional (IBECAP B) by 

the Society of Construction Law (China) and Joint Construction Management Ltd.   

 

Prior to joining Mayer Brown, she worked as a Legal Executive in a Dubai subsidiary of a major state�

owned Chinese contractor. She managed a number of legal proceedings before UAE Courts and DIAC 

Arbitral Tribunals and secured favourable awards.   

 

Rosalyn speaks fluent English, Mandarin and Cantonese. She is admitted in PRC. 

 


